Appendix B – Field Details

Note: The dimensions in the following diagrams are nominal dimensions, actual dimensions will vary slightly for each Field. Robots should be designed to accommodate this variability.

Figure B-1 Skybridge

Figure B-2 Building Site
Figure B-3 *Foundation* Starting Position

Figure B-4 *Skybridge* Tape

Figure B-5 *Depot*
The exact locations of the Navigation Target are shown in the Field Setup Guide.

Figure B-7 Location of Navigation Target (as seen from Outside the Field)

Figure B-8 Navigation Target (as seen from Inside the Field)
Do not print the images from this manual for practice purposes, as they are not to the same scale as Teams will see in actual competition. Please refer to the website for printable versions of these images.

Figure B-9 Skybridge Images (as seen from Inside the Field)

Figure B-10 Skystone Image